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This has been by far the best non-core product I have ever owned produced by white wolf. 'Rites of

Spring' introduces ideas for over all theme and light implementation. It caters to a Story Tellers need

to tailor personal stories with suggestions on optional rules, motifs, and even guidelines for

presenting description of the fantasy environment that the Lost inhabit. If you own the Changeling:

The Lost book and feel as though you need an addition to be comfortable running the world then

this book is an excellent tool to have available. The book also includes some suggestions on merits

and alternate contracts to play with as well.

I am very happy to have gotten this book in great condition. The setting for Changeling: The Lost is

fascinating and this book helps to add to that wonderful and mysterious world. The illustrations are

very cool and the content within helps to expand on the setting and help players make their

campaigns more intricate and entertaining. If you are a fan of Changeling or any other White Wolf

series, I would recommend you to give this book a look-over.

I just got this book yesterday, and while I haven't had the chance to use and apply all the

information in this book, I'm more than happy with it. It has tons of alternate rules for glamour, the



mask, clarity, and the hedge, and descriptive text that helps visualize how to storytell each. Even

imaginative storytellers would find these mechanics useful to help solidify their ideas. The new

merits are absolutely essential, covering a number of aspects of changeling life, many of which are

not touched on very much in the core rulebook. Some of the new contracts seemed a bit lacking,

but in my opinion its still plenty worth picking up the book for the merits and mechanics. Absolutely a

must have for storytellers and very useful for players as well.

This is an awesome book, containing new Seemings and Contracts, as well as other information. A

necessary supplement for the game, and useful for characters of any season, not just Spring

Courtiers.

It's been a long time I was looking for this book and it's amazing!The order is in perfect condition

and arrived in the estimated period.
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